
Website Checklist 



1.) Is there an SSL Certificate?
Having an SSL certificate is important in ensuring both your website and the personal information of its users are 
protected. As of more recently search engines like Google, are actually rewarding sites that are SSL secured with higher 
SEO rankings and imposing a penalty for those that aren’t. An SSL certificate also provides authentication to a website
so that visitors see that your identification has indeed been verified.

Facts provided by Search Influence and Forbes

https://www.searchinfluence.com/blog/how-does-having-an-ssl-certificate-impact-your-sites-seo/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbestechcouncil/2018/05/18/why-an-ssl-certificate-is-important-for-your-company-website/#7ec68ea91dc3


2.) Are all the links working?
Links you provide on your website (from both internal and external sources) are important to the SEO of your website 
because there is a direct correlation between the quality/quantity of the links on your site and how much search traffic 
your site receives. Periodically checking the links on your site to ensure that they are still active is important for 
maintaining a credible website. 

Facts provided by Content Harmony

https://bit.ly/2ETgzfn


3.) Is contact information or contact 
form available/visible on every page?
Providing a clear contact form makes your website look and feel more professional. A contact form also shows that you’re 
organized and allows for users to contact you without ever having to leave the site. These forms also can reduce the 
amount of spam your email address may receive as opposed to simply providing a company email address somewhere on 
the webpage. 

Facts provided by Tim Strifler

https://timstrifler.com/7-reasons-to-have-a-contact-form-on-your-website/


4.) Is the site mobile responsive?
Site visitors are 5x more likely to leave a website that isn’t considered mobile-friendly. Mobile-friendly sites also tend to 
show up higher in search engine page results. 67% of shoppers are more inclined to do business with a website that is 
mobile ready and as high as 85% of adults think that the mobile version of the website should actually be more attractive 
than the desktop version.

Facts provided by Digital Inn

https://bit.ly/3hX8vrY


5.) Are you using a professional 
email address?
A branded email can be just as significant as word-of-mouth marketing in the way that it is a direct connection back to 
you and your business. Incorporating your business name (yourname@yourbusiness.com) into your email, can also help 
potential clients identify you easier as opposed to thinking it’s spam and ignoring the email all together. 

Facts provided by Systemise

https://bit.ly/31f7KE5


6.) Are internal links present
on each page?
Providing internal links on your website is important because it connects pages within the website itself. Without 
consciously knowing it, when a user clicks on an internal link they are traveling through your site, perhaps even 
stumbling upon pages they wouldn’t have sought out before. Internal links are also good to incorporate because they 
establish the connection between the website and its pages, as well as increase a search engine rankings. 

Facts provided by Blue Host

https://www.bluehost.com/blog/websites/the-importance-of-internal-links-for-your-wordpress-website-9499/#:~:text=In%20addition%20to%20providing%20a%20foundation%20for%20your,engine%20rankings.%20Lead%20a%20user%20through%20the%20site.


7.) Does your business have a 
Google Business listing?
Customers who find a brand through their Google My Business listing are up to 50% more likely to make a purchase. 
Besides the fact the obtaining a Google Business listing is free, there are so many benefits for your business in having one; 
from boosting engagment to showing up in google map searches. Personalizing your Google business page can also act as 
another means for potential customers to find you.

Facts provided by Thrive Hive

https://bit.ly/31d8jy6


8.) What is your site’s score on the 
Google Page Speed Index?
If a page takes longer than 3 seconds to load, over 25% of users will click out. Page speed is more important than you 
may think, seeing as though users consider faster loading pages more efficient and they usually provides a better user 
experience. Google PageSpeed makes it easy to find out your current score with free reports on the performance of your 
page on both mobile and desktop devices, and provides suggestions on how that page may be improved.

Facts provided by SeoClarity

https://developers.google.com/speed/pagespeed/insights/
https://bit.ly/3guFljD


9.) Are all the images on your 
website optimized with ALT tags?
Alt tags are vital for the images you provide on your website and can help you get the most SEO benefits using those 
images. Alt tags are the alternate text that is displayed when the image is not available, and search engines use this text to 
identify what the image is. Therefore, you will not lose out on potential site traffic because of a techinical error. 

Facts provided by Vertical Measures

https://bit.ly/3i5G0s5


10.) Are you incorporating the right 
keywords into your website?
Keywords are very important for a company website because they esssentially drive targeted web traffic to your business 
site for free. When done correctly, using the right keywords can boost attention and visitors to your website. 
Incorporating relevant keywords also communicates to Google or your search engine that a webpage is a match for a 
query.

Facts provided by Back Linko

https://backlinko.com/search-engine-ranking


11.) Does the site have lead 
capture form(s)?
Lead capture forms are usually the first point of contact between you and site visitors. Establishing basic information and 
what sort of services/products the client is interested in can help build a relationship and potentially turn them into an 
actual paying client. 

Facts provided by Omni Convert

https://bit.ly/3gsHxbf


12.) Is the style consistent 
throughout your website?
75% of consumers admit that they judge a company’s credibility based on its website design. It was 
also found that for a user, it takes 0.05 seconds to form an opinion about your website. When you stay consistent 
throughout your website it builds trust and teaches users repeatable patterns that help them work through your site 
much quicker.

Facts provided by Design Modo and Digital Inn

https://designmodo.com/consistency-web-design/#:~:text=%20How%20To%20Apply%20Consistency%20in%20Web%20Design,it%20can%20work%20on%20multi-page%20sites...%20More%20
https://bit.ly/3hX8vrY


13.) Is the style suitable for your
 target audience?
38% of the users will stop engaging on the website if the content layout is considered unattractive. It is also said that 
judgements for a business’ credibility are 75% based on the company’s website itself. Therefore, make sure the site that 
you’re presenting to visitors comes off as authentic and well done. 

Facts provided by Parqa Marketing and Digital Inn

https://bit.ly/39YTNOn
https://bit.ly/3hX8vrY


14.) Is the look and feel of your website 
better than your competitors’ website?
94% of visitors stopped trusting websites with degraded web design and at least 73% of companies invest in design, from 
product to website design, so they can differentiate themselves from their online competitors. When considering making 
edits to your website or starting a website from scratch, it’s important to research your competititors site to see what they 
are doing in terms of design and website layout - if the style and design seems to have worked for them, take notes and 
try to make those elements work for your own website. 

Facts provided by Webfx and  MyTechnology

https://bit.ly/2XtnEth
https://bit.ly/3gtadBb


15.) Are any design elements getting in 
the way of conveying the message?
48% of the visitors voted as website design to the number one factor in affecting the credibility of the website. Remem-
ber to keep it simple. Too many visuals, colors or images tend to become overwhelming and can take away from the 
overall message you’re trying to get across. Keep your focus on actually getting a sale and retaining customers.

Facts provided by My Technology and 99 Designs

https://www.mytechlogy.com/IT-blogs/15792/30-insanely-elevated-website-design-stats-for-2017/#.XyluoC-z3OQ
https://99designs.com/blog/web-digital/ecommerce-website-design-tips/


16.) Are the fonts you’ve chosen 
easily readable?
From providing contrast between text and background colors, to making the actual font itself legible to the majority of 
visitors; readibility on your website is crucial to ensure everyone visiting your webpages experiencces the same ease of use. 
Your website should ideally meet all 38 requirements of the success criteria provided by the American Disabilities Act. If 
not, you risk getting sued for ADA non-compliance.

Facts provided by Digital Authority Partners

https://bit.ly/2DDkfAX


17.) Is your text size large enough?
Over 25.5 million Americans have vision issues, therefore making your text large enough for everyone to view it is 
essential. Text is considered a crucial element for web accessbility and to ensure no issues with the ADA, it’s important to 
allow for an accessible slider for visitors with different impairments to adjust the text sizes if necessary. 

Facts provided by Digital Authority Partners

https://bit.ly/2DDkfAX


18.) Is the contrast between background 
colors and font colors easy for viewers to read?
According to Color Blind Awareness, 1 in 12 men and 1 in 200 women, possess some form of color blindness. Therefore 
your website should be an appropriate color contrast between the background and the text. The idea behind this is to 
reduce challenges associated with vision impairment issues like color blindness or cataracts. 

Facts provided by Digital Authority Partners

http://www.colourblindawareness.org
https://bit.ly/2DDkfAX

